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Differential Equations in Hilbert Spaces 
and Applications to Boundary Value Problems 
in Nonsmooth Domains 
We gtvc existence and uniqueness results in weighted Sobolev spaces for a 
solution of il first order differential equation with operator coefficients of type 
iu;l?t ~ Au(r) = f(i). on the line W. This equation is an abstract version of elliptic 
boundary value problems in infinite cylinders (see [V. A. Kondratiev, Trum. 
Mn.wow Moth. SOC. 16 (1967) 227-313: V. G Ma7‘ya and B. A Plamenev\kii, 
Trams. Mo.won Moth. Sot,. I (1980) 49997; V. G. Maz’ya and B. A. Plamenevskii, 
Arrwr. Math. SM. Truml. Ser. Z 123 (1984). l-56; V. G. Maz’ya and B. A. 
Plamenevskii. J Soviet Moth 9 (197X), 7X&764: V G. Ma7’ya and R. A. 
Plamenevskii, Anwr. Math. Sw. 7‘rtrrz.s I Sw. 2 123 (1984) 57-881); therefore, our 
results translate the classical ones to this setting. The difference between two solu- 
tions belonging to different weighted Sobolev spaces is a tinite linear combination 
of singular functions depending on the eigenvalucs of A and on the corresponding 
eigenspaces. We compute the coeficients of these singular functions. because we can 
give explicitly the Laurent series of the resolvent of A near an eigenvalue of the 
operator ,4 We also give an abstract polynomial resolution. which corresponds to 
the resolution of an elliptic boundary value problem in an intimte cone with poly- 
nomtel right-hand sides In practice, it allows one to pass from werghted Sobolev 
spaces IO classical Sobolev spaces. Finally. we constder some apphcations of this 
abstract theory. ( I991 Ac‘adem~c Pnx. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study a very simple kind of first order differential equation with 
operator coefficients. More precisely, we look for a solution ZI of the 
equation 
dll/?t-Au(t)=,f‘(t), (1.1) 
on the line t E R where j’is a given function and A a closed operator having 
a compact resolvent with a certain growth at infinity. We call such equa- 
tions elliptic since ((-A) is invertible for large < in the imaginary axis ilw 
(see 171). 
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The relation with elliptic boundary value problems in infinite cones of R” 
is seen by performing the change of variable r = c’ and reducing the order 
(see Cl, 6 71). 
Actually the results of [9, 1 l-14, 5, 31 concern elliptic boundary value 
problems in classical cones of R”, i.e., its intersection with the unit sphere 
s” ’ is an open set of s” ‘, That means that these results are not 
applicable to cones such that the intersection with the unit sphere S” ’ is 
a topological network (see [ 151). Elliptic boundary value problems on 
such cones were studied in [ 15, 4, 161 and lead to the study of boundary 
value problems on two-dimensional polygonal topological networks 
(roughly speaking, it is a network such that each face is a polygon). The 
techniques we used in these papers seem to be a ramified version of 
Kondratiev, Maz’ya-Plamenevskii, and Grisvard techniques. For these 
problems, performing the change of variable r = P’ and reducing the order, 
we also arrive at problems of the form (1.1). So it seems natural to study 
equations of the form (1.1) in an abstract setting. In that way, we shall 
avoid repeating the same arguments for forthcoming problems we shall 
study. 
Thus the aim of this paper is to restore the classical results to the 
abstract problem (1.1). In Section 2, we give an existence and uniqueness 
result in weighted Sobolev spaces. Since the solution we compute depends 
on the weight, we show that the difference between two solutions corre- 
sponding to different weighted Sobolev spaces is a finite linear combination 
of singular functions depending on the eigenvalues of A and on the 
corresponding eigenspaces. We finally compute the coefficients of these 
singularities. For elliptic boundary value problems in classical cones, the 
exact expressions for the coefficients of the singularities were obtained by 
Maz’ya and Plamenevskii in [ 131 using an integration by parts and 
orthogonality conditions. Here we obtain these expressions more easily 
because we can give explicitly the Laurent series of the resolvent R(i) of A 
at [ = i., when i. is an eigenvalue of A. 
In Section 3, we show how to apply this abstract setting to elliptic 
boundary value problems in an infinite cylinder (so in a classical cone by 
the change of variable r = CJ’). All the results are known (see [9, 1 I 141); 
we only want to illustrate our theory by these examples. 
When we study elliptic boundary value problems in a domain with 
conical singularity in classical Sobolev spaces, it is important to solve this 
problem near the singular point with right-hand sides which are polyno- 
mials. We call this resolution “the polynomial resolution.” We shall give in 
Section 4 an abstract version of this problem. This means that we solve 
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where ,j’does not depend on t. As an application, we give the polynomial 
resolution for the Dirichlet problem for a strongly elliptic homogeneous 
operator of order 2m with constant coefficients in an infinite classical cone. 
In the forthcoming paper [ 171, we shall apply this theory to new 
boundary value problems on two-dimensional polygonal topological 
networks. In that case, the operator we use on each face is the biharmonic 
operator. 
2. THE ABSTRACT SETTING 
Let X be a Hilbert space and A a closed operator from X to X. We 
assume that the following inclusions hold, 
D(A)c YCZ, 
where Z is a closed subspace of X and Y is a Hilbert space compactly 
embedded into Z. We also suppose that D(A ) is a dense subset of Z. 
We denote the resolvent of A by 
R(l.)=(A-A) ’ 
considered as a map from X to X. We assume that there exist two positive 
real numbers b and N such that R(R) exists for a11 i in the double sector 
.‘.?I ,,,,=i3.~a,:largi.+~1/2/~6andli.l~N) 
In a first step, we assume that A satisfies the following property: 
(H 1) There exist a closed subspace S of X and a constant c’> 0 such 
that 
IIWj.)f’l/,y + IlRO~).fll y 6 C ll.f‘ll \, 
for all ,J‘E S and all 1. E 2 ,,,, y. 
(2.1) 
Let us introduce the weighted Sobolev spaces we shall use later 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let r E R, k E N. We set 
Ht( R, X) = {f‘~ P( R, X): t + Pf‘( t) belongs to Hk( R, X) 1, 
which is a Hilbert space. We denote by 11. Ilk.. X,.\ the corresponding norm. 
We first give an existence result for the following problem: given 
f‘~ Lf( R, S), find a solution u E H i( R, X) of 
&i?j - Au(t) = f‘(t), vir E R. (2.2) 
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Let us denote by .SH, the “partial” Fourier transform of 11‘ with respect 
to t, i.e., 
for all i E Iw. .Y ’ will denote the inverse Fourier transform. 
THEOREM 2.2. Jf‘ the line Re i = --c( contains no eigenvalue of‘ A, then .fbr 
al1.f’~ Lz( [w, S), there exists a unique solution u E H i( [w, X) n Lz( iw, D(A)) of’ 
(2.2) g&n /JJ, 
u(t)=c .‘,F ’ ((i[&F‘4) ’ ~F(Pf-(,\.))I. (2.3) 
Moreover, there esists a positive constun t c’ (independent of’,f’) .nrch that 
II4 ,.z. ,‘+ l/4/0,.. k ,< c lI.f’llo.x..\’ (2.4) 
Proqj: We argue as in Theorem 1.1 of [9]. Using Plancherel’s theorem 
and estimate (2. I ), we show that II given by (2.3 ) belongs to H k( [w, X) n 
Lf(LW, D(A)) and satisfies estimate (2.4). It is now clear that u is a solution 
of (2.2). 1 
Under the assumption of Theorem 2.2, we see that problem (2.2) has a 
unique solution UE H k(R, X) n Lf( Iw, D(A)), for everyf‘E Lz([w, S). Since it 
is given by (2.3), we see that u depends on CY. We shall now make precise 
this dependence by giving a comparison result. Given ,f‘~ Lf,, ,( [w, S) n 
Lz,,,(Iw, S), we shall compare the solutions u(“, u(” of problem (2.2) with 
datum .f’ belonging to Lf, I ,( [w, S), Lz(>,( [w, S), respectively. 
Before doing this, we need to give more precise information about the 
Laurent series of R(i) at < = i, when iv is an eigenvalue of A. 
AS usual, we shall use the following notation: given r in a Banach space 
and ,f in its dual Banach space (i.e., the space of continuous antilinear 
forms), we note 
(.fi L>> =.flL.). 
Moreover, since A is not densely defined as an operator from X to A’. A* 
is the adjoint operator of A considered as an operator from Z to A’. In that 
case, A* is well defined and is an operator from A’* to Z*. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let i. he an eigemalue of A. Then there exists a Jordun husis 
i (cp i..‘l.k ) :‘LoP ’ ) rf,’ corresponding to the eigenvalue j. of A, i.e., .satisfjing 
(A _ j,) @.“.” = fpLIl.h 1. (2.5) 
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,fh ewry k = 0, . . . . ti(i, p) - 1, p = 1, . . . . M(R), nith tllr corzuention 
#“I‘ ’ = 0. Moreocer. there exists u ztniyue dud “Jordun busis” 
( (+j.v.h 1 ;IL.;;) ’ ) Fz,’ helonginp to D(A*), .sutis~jv’rg L 
((A -j”Ju, $‘.i’.“) = (& $j.ii.h + 1). Vu E D(A ). (2.6) 
( cp’+,h, I)‘.~’ ,h ) = ij,,.ij ,,,’ ) (2.7) 
,fiw weq* k = 0, . . . . ti( jL, p) - 1, k’ = 0, . . . . K( i, p’) - 1, p, p’ = I, . . . . M( E.). 
FindI!, there exists u neighhourhood f of i. such thut for UN < E Y “$ [ i. ) . 
1z‘e I1mr 
Proof: Since A has a compact resolvent, paragraphs 111.6.5 and 111.6.8 
of [S] show that there exist NE F% and a neighbourhood Y of 3. such that 
for all [ E f ‘\{A}, we have 
R(;) = P/(; -1.) + c D”.;(< - ;.)‘I + ’ + RI’(;), 
II = I 
(2.9) 
where P is the projection associated with i defined by identity (111.6.19) of 
[S] and D=(A-E.)P. 
We denote by [ {‘p i,,,,h \ t,(jr.pl Jk=O ’ 1 ,yp,’ the basis of PX corresponding to 
Jordan’s decomposition of AP. Therefore it fulfils identities (2.5). 
Paragraph 111.4.3 of [S] shows that there exists a unique basis 
( ( $;..I’.” ) :(:.[;I 1 } ;1”;; of p*X* satisfying 
M(Ll h(l./l) I
pu = ,,;, ,;,, (u, l/?‘+.k > @~“.h, ‘du Ex. (2.10) 
Using expansion (2.10) into (2.9) and remarking that 
D” = (A - i.)” P, vn E N *. 
we obtain 
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for all [E +‘\{i} and all VEX. Iterating identity (2.5) we get 
(A _ j )” cp’.“.” = (/+k ,I VI1 E N, 
with the convention 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Therefore expansion (2.8) follows from (2.11) and (2.12). 
Applying identity (2.10) with L( = T’.“‘.~‘, we get 
for all k’ = 0, . . . . K(& p’) - 1, p’ = 1, . . . . M(I), because Pep”,“‘-’ = (I)‘.~‘.“. 
This leads to (2.7) since the cp”,“.k‘~ are linearly independent. 
It remains to prove (2.6). Since A and P commute, for all I) E D(A), we 
have 
(A-l.)Pc=P(A-i.)u. 
Applying identity (2.10) with u= c and Al= (A -j.)~, the previous identity 
becomes 
M(I) h(LjlJ I 
1 c (u, lp”J )(A - 2) qi+.h 
,r- 1 b=O 
.\I,,) hi/.,/i) 1 
= ,,C, C ((A -j.)~‘, $‘,/‘.h> cp’.“,“. 
k=O 
Using (2.5) and setting k’ = k - 1 in the left-hand side of the previous 
identity, it is equivalent to 
This identity proves (2.6) since the (p’.)i.kr~ are linearly independent. [ 
Remark 2.4. We call the system {$‘-/‘.“} a “Jordan basis” because (2.6) 
is formally equivalent to 
LEMMA 2.6. Let i. be an eigemalue of A and ( cph j ; 1:) a .sequence 01’ 
elements of’ D(A), btlith K E N *. Then the ,folkm~ing ussertions ure equiaalcnt: 
( 1 ) The sequence { cpl‘ } k = :, sati.$es 
(A-/i)qlh=cph ‘, Vk = 0, . ..( li - 1, (2.18) 
+z,ith the convention cp ’ = 0. 
(2) The sequence {p”}:;:, dejined tg, 
pk(()=‘;f i (‘qk ‘I/!, Vk=O,...,k--1, (2.19 1 
i= 0 
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Indeed (2.6) is equivalent to 
(u, (A -j,)* $“~J’~l‘) = (14, $L.I’.k + ‘). vu E D( A ). (2.15) 
This last identity is not equivalent to (2.14) since the first bracket denotes 
a duality bracket between Z and Z*, while the second one is a duality 
bracket between X and A’*. 
We are now able to define the singular functions and dual singular 
functions of the operator ?/?t - A. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let E. be an eigenvalue of A. Then the singular 
functions associated with i are defined by 
a~.~~.h-(f) = ej.r i t’p/.~~.h l/j!, (2.16) 
/ = 0 
while the dual ones are 
hlj./ll I 
51./4.k( t) = e ;r c (-f)’ k (p’.‘/(/-k)!, (2.17) 
/ =- h 
for every k = 0, . . . . ti(E,, ,H) - 1, 11 = 1, . . . . M( j-). 
juQxs 
(d/&-A)p’=O, Qk = 0, . . . . K - 1. (2.20 ‘1 
Proof: By a direct computation, we check that 
(,3/&-A)pk= -e” ; f,{,&+,--j.(Ph ‘-CPA i I\‘[1 ,/ ‘. 
/ = 0 
for every k = 0, . . . . K - 1. This proves the desired equivalence. 1 
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This lemma proves that the &.“.“s satisfy 
Moreover it shows that every solution of (2.20) in the form (2.19) is a 
linear combination of the a’.“.“‘~. 
Here is the comparison result. 
THEOREM 2.7. Assume thut thcj line Re j, = -a(j) contains no eigenculur 
o/‘A unttf’E Lz,,,(R, S), ,fiw ,j~ (I, 2). Let us denote hi) u”‘~ Hi,,,(R, X) n 
Lz,,,(R, D(A)) the unique solution of’ prohltw (2.2) rt’ith &turn ,f’ in 
Lf, ,,( R, S). [f’ cx( 1 ) < a(2). then 
M(r) fx,n.,r, I 
u”‘(t)-u’2’(t)=~ 1 c ~~,.,‘.hd~~w, (2.21 ) 
/ ,,-I h -0 
nhere the ,fj:rst sum estmcls to ull the eigenculues 1, of A in the .strip 
Re I. E ]-(x(2), -x( 1 )[ uml,for ull A. p, k, the coqfjricient c,.,,~,~ is given hi, 
(’ ,,,‘,k = i (f(s). F“(S)) ds. (2.22) 
d -2” 
Prooj: For ,jE { 1, 2 1, formula (2.3) is identical with 
u(‘)(t)= j” 
F 
c’~(<-A) ’ (.Sf)(-i<)d[ /(iv&). (2.23) 
Re<= -I,,) II’ 
By subtraction, we obtain 
u”‘(t)-u’“‘(t)= j” 
L 
e”(<- A) ’ (,sf’)( -ii) d[ 
Re : : 3(l) 
-1 
e’:(i - A) ’ (.pf‘)( -ii) dc 
Re ; = X(2) 
(2.24) 
Let us show that (Sf’)( - ii) is analytical in the strip S = (I: E C/Re < E 
]-a(2), -z(l)[ }. We split (F.f)( -ii) in the following way: 
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Therefore using the assumptions on j’ and Schwarz’s inequality, we 
conclude that (.Sf‘)( -ii) exists for all s” in the strip S. Since 
we show analogously that (3/?<)((9/‘)( -i;)) exists in the strip 5’. This 
proves that (3f’)( -ii) is analytic in S. 
Since (i - A ) ’ is meromorphic in the complex plane, we can apply 
Cauchy’s formula to r”(l - A) ’ (,y-f’)( -i;) in the rectangle R, = 
I< E S;‘lfm <I < K),. Using assumption (2.1) we show that the terms corre- 
sponding to /Im [I = K tend to 0 when K tends to infinity (this is due to 
the fact that ,J’E L:(Iw, S), for all E E [x( 1 ), r(2)]). Letting K tend to infinity 
and comparing with (2.24), we obtain 
u”‘(t)-u’“‘(r)= J%xRes{c>“(i-A) ’ (Ff‘)(-iT)).,_,. (2.25) 
where the sum extends to all the eigenvalues j. of A in the strip S. 
Let us fix such an eigenvalue E. With a view to prove (2.21) and (2.22) 
let us compute 
R,=J%Resj&(<-.A) ‘(3f)(-i<))Z=;. (2.26) 
Using Taylor’s expansions of (.Ff)( -ii) and of P”’ ‘I at < = i. and the 
expansion (2.8) of R(i) at i = E., we obtain 
where the last sum extends to 1 E N, m E N, II E [0, . . . . k) such that I+ m - 
(n + 1) = - 1. This last constraint obviously implies that the last sum is 
finite since II runs from 0 to k. Summing first over IFI and second over I, 
replacing n by PH + 1, and finally using definition (2.16) of the (T’.“,~‘s. we 
get 
R, = “‘((D:‘(cFj)( -ii))(i), $“.L’~k)/m!. 
Replacing m by k ~ m and exchanging the sums over k and m, we arrive 
at 
Rj = C C (‘,,,,,,,,, .‘..‘I.“‘, (2.27) 
,I = I ,,i = 0 
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where we set 
C~ 1. p. ,?I = J/zrr ^“‘f ’ ((@ “‘(Yf)( -ii’))(A), $‘.“.“)/(k - HI)!. (2.28) 
h = 1,) 
In view of (2.25) (2.26) and (2.27), we have established identity (2.21 ) 
with the c~,~,,~, ‘s given by (2.28). The equivalence between (2.28) and (2.22) 
follows from the fact that 
When one studies some examples, one sees that assumption (H 1) is well 
adapted to boundary value problems with homogeneous boundary condi- 
tions (see, for instance, Theorem 5.4 of [l] or Sect. 3 below), whereas 
it is not necessarily fulfilled when the boundary conditions are not 
homogeneous. Therefore we shall replace this assumption (Hl) by another 
one, in order to treat these problems too. Inspired from the examples, we 
proceed as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let X, T be two Hilbert spaces such that J’ is 
continuously embedded into T. For all s E [0, + c;c [ and all r E R, we 
introduce 
This is a Hilbert space for the induced inner product. 
Let us mention that if s = k E N and T = X, then 
Hj( R, x, X) = H;( II%, X) 
and the norms are equivalent. 
Another example, which is useful for boundary value problems in cylin- 
drical domains, is given by the following lemma, whose proof follows 
immediately from Proposition AA.20 of [3]. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let Q he u hounded domuin of’ [w” \l,ith a sufjicientl~~ .smooth 
houndar~~ (,ree 133 ,for thr right rrgulurit~~ of thc~ houndar~~). Then 
Hh( w, N”(B), L?(Q)) = H‘( [w x Q) 
und the notmy ure equivalent. 
We have the following equivalence: 
LEMMA 2.10. Under the assumption of Dc~jinition 2.8, ,f’E Hi([W, X, T) if’ 
and onlj~ if’ lhe .functinn 
t + e”:f(t) hrlongs to Hh( [w, X, T), 
and tlw norms ure equivalent. 
Proof: It is based on the fact that for all [~ilw. we have 
(.F(e”lf))(-i<)=(.Ff)(-i([-2)). 1 
From now on, let us assume that there exists a Hilbert space T such that 
X is continuously embedded into T. We make the following assumption: 
(H2) There exist a closed subspace S of X, a nonnegative real 
number s, and a constant C > 0 such that 
IliNj.~,f‘ ll.v+ IlN~.)./‘ll~ d C(l4’ II f II, + II.f’II.k 1, (2.29) 
for all .f‘~ S and all i E Z ,,,, V. 
THEOREM 2.11. [f‘ the line Re i. = --3 contains no ei~rnvalw qf A, 
then ,fbr ull ,f‘E H:([W, X, T) n L:([w, S), fhere r.uists a unique solution 
UE H$!, X)nLf(IW, D(A)) of(2.2) K. rven by, (2.3 ). Moreol>er, there r.xists (I 
positive c’onstunt c’ (independent qf f) such that 
/I4I.I..Y+ ll~ll0.~.~‘~(‘ll.f’ll~.7.\./’ (2.30) 
The proof is identical with the proof of Theorem 2.2, where the u priori 
estimate (2.1 ) is replaced by (2.29). 
The proof of the comparison result is identical with the previous one 
except at this point: we apply Cauchy’s formula on the rectangle R,. After 
that, we show that the terms corresponding to IIm ).I = K go to 0, when K 
goes to + z. In Theorem 2.7, this last result is proved using estimate 
(2.1) and the fact that ,fE L?JIw, S), for all XE [r(l), a(2)]. Here we use 
estimate (2.29) and the fact that .fE H:([W, X. T), for all XE [r(l), x(2)]. 
Unfortunately, it is not clear that the assumption ,fE Hi,, ,(Iw. X, T) n 
H&,([W, X, T) implies that .f‘E H:(IW, X, T), for all YE [r(I), r(2)]. 
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Therefore we add this assumption. Let us remark that, in general, in the 
examples this implication is true. 
THEOREM 2.12. Assume thut the line Re i, = -#z(j) contains no e&w- 
culur of A and ,f’~ H;,,,( R, X, T) n Lf, ,,( R, S), ,fbr .j E ( 1, 2). Let us denotr 
by u(‘) E H i(,,( R, X) n Lz, ,,( R, D(A)) the unique solution of prohkcm 
(2.2) with datum f’ in Hk,,,(R, X, T)n Lf,,,(R, S). If‘ r(l)<x(2) and 
,f’~ H;(R, X, T), fbr ull r E [cz( 1 ), z(2)], tl wn the) conclusion of‘ Throrrm 2.1 
wmuins true. 
3. ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
IN INFINITE CYLINDRICAL DOMAINS 
The aim of this section is to show how the results obtained by Maz’ya 
and Plamenevskii in [ 1 l--14] can be restored using the results of Section 2. 
It concerns essentially the computation of the coefficients of the 
singularities, which is quicker than in [ I33 since we do not need integra- 
tion by parts. 
Using Euler’s change of variable r = P’, it is classical to transform a 
boundary value problem in an infinite cone into a boundary value problem 
in a cylindrical domain (see [ 121 for instance). So we limit ourselves to 
studying boundary value problems in infinite cylindrical domains. It is 
therefore easy to translate these results to problems posed in a cone. 
We use the classical notations of [ 1, 6, 121. Let Q be an open set of the 
(H - 1 )-dimensional unit sphere S” ’ of [w” (or a bounded open set of KY) 
with a boundary (?Q of class C2”‘. We denote by B the infinite cylinder 
1wxQ= {(t,x)/teR and .u~Qj. 
Let L be a partial differential operator of order 2m in B and 111 boundary 
operators B,, ,j= 1. . . . . m, of respective order h(,j) < 2m. As usual we 
suppose that L and B,, j= I, _.., m, admit the following expansions (called 
model operators by Maz’ya and Plamenevskii in [ 141) 
‘VT 
L= 1 .4(x, D,) 0;. (3.1 1 
i- 0 
M/j 
B,= c ,&,,D;, yj= 1, . ..) HI, (3.2) 
,= 0 
where Cd, is a partial differential operator in Q of order 62m - I, while .a,, 
is a boundary operator on c?R of order <h(j) - I and D, = dj?t. We also 
assume that J&,,, = I. 
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We consider the following boundary value problem: 
Lu = .f in B, (3.3) 
B,u = K, on ?B, bij = 1. . . . . 111. (3.4) 
We assume that the coefficients of L are in C(o), while the coefficients 
of the operators B, belong to Cl”’ ““‘(a52). Finally. we assume that L is 
uniformly elliptic in B in the sense of Douglis and Nirenberg and the 
boundary conditions cover L (see [lo] for the precise terminologies). 
With a view to go back to the abstract setting of Section 2, we use the 
classical argument of reduction of order (see [I, 61). Here we use a new 
version of this method since we consider nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions, while in [ 1, 61, the boundary conditions were homogeneous. 
Let us recall the weighted Sobolev spaces we use: for k E PU. 
!T E ] 1, + x [, and r E 1w, we denote by Wt.“(B) the space of functions u 
such that 
t + Puj t) 
belongs to Wk,“( B); the space Wt ’ “,“((:1B) is defined in the same way. 
For p = 2, we denote these spaces respectively by H:(B), Hi ’ ‘(?B). 
which are Hilbert spaces for the induced inner product. 
Let us first assume that there exists a solution u E H f”‘( B) of problem 
(3.3) (3.4) with data ,f’~ L:(B) and K,E H:“’ “” ’ ?(r’B), j= 1, . . . . tn. We 
set 
v = ( v, 1, _ 0. 3,,? I 3 (3.5a) 
V,=D:u, forj62m-1. and 0, for .j > 2rn - 1. (3Sb) 
Remarking that (3.3) (3.4) may be written 
we see that (3.3) (3.4) is then equivalent to 
C?V/dt= AV+ F, vt E R. 
where we set 
(3.6) 
AV=(W,),--o, .i,,l 1. (3.7a) 
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and 
such that 
i 
V /+ 1 if j<2m- 1. 
2,,, 1 
if ,j=2n7- 1, 
(3.7b) 
F=(F,),=,,. ..3,,, 1, (3.8a) 
i’ 0 if ,j < 2m ~ I, F,= .f if j=2t72- 1. (3.8b) g, lh I , if ,j>2m- I. 
Since A must be an operator from a Hilbert space X into itself, (3.5) and 
(3.7) drive us to define 
2,x I 111 
x= rI H2”’ 
1 -‘(Q)x n Hh hIi) 1 1($-J), 
/ ~ 0 i- I 
The domain D(A) of the operator A is defined as follows: 
D(A)= { VEX,~V,E H’“’ ‘(Q), for all ,j = 0, . . . . 2m - 1 
and V, = 0 for .j > 2m - 1 ) 
With these two definitions, we obtain the following local equivalence: 
u E H:“;(B) is a solution of problem (3.3) (3.4). for all t E Ilk?, if and only if 
V defined by (3.5) is a solution of (3.6) with a right-hand side F given by 
(3.8), for all t E iw. 
Let us notice the importance in Section 2 of the assumption that D(A) 
is not a dense subset of X, since here it is the case. We see that D(A) is a 
dense subset of Z, where Z is defined by 
because 9(n) is a dense subset of H’(Q), for all k E Pd. 
The Rellich-Kondrachov Theorem shows that Y= D(A) is compactly 
embedded into Z (which implies that A has a compact resolvent). There- 
fore our main problem concerns the assumptions satisfied by the resolvent 
R(i) of A. 
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For all [E @, let us set 
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?,,I 
AC/‘(<) = c .n/,(.Y, D,.) ;‘. (3.9) 
i = 0 
M/I 
.8,(i)= 1 .#,,(I’, yj= 1 , . ..) 111. (3.10) 
/ 0 
The existence of the resolvent means that for every FE X, there exists a 
unique UE D(A) such that 
[ill AL’= F. (3.1 I ) 
Breaking into components U = (u,), -,). 7,,1 , , F= ( f;),=,, l,,r I ) (3.11 ) 
can be written as the system 
Owing to Agranovitch and Vishik’s results [2], we know that there 
exist 6 and N> 0 such that for all {E Zh,R. and all ,f~ L’(Q), 
g, E H’“’ /d/l ’ ‘(c751), j= 1, . . . . IPI, there exists a unique solution u E H”“(Q) 
of 
Y(<)u=,f in R, (3.12) 
,‘A,,(i)u = g, on 2.0, yj = 1, . . . . M. (3.13) 
Moreover there exists a constant C (independent off’and g,‘s) such that 
+ ,</7m hlil 
I2 lIK~ll.L2(iQ)) (3.14) 
This shows that all [EL’~, R; belong to the rcsolvcnt set of A. For FE X 
(3.1 1 ) if and only if u. is a 
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in the form (3.8) U E D(A) is a solution of 
solution of (3.12) (3.13) and 
u, = 0, yj > 2tt1 ~ 1, (3.15a) 
Zl, = ( ‘U(), yj= 1, . ..) 2m- 1. (3.15b) 
So for all FE X in the form (3.8) and all I: E 2‘,,, %,. there exists a unique solu- 
tion UE D(A) of (3.11 ) in the form (3.15) such that uO fultils estimate 
(3.14). Using the expansion (3.15) we check that there exist two positive 
constants C,, C, such that 
Moreover owing to inequality (1.4.3.2) of [S], for I: such that ICI is great 
enough, 
2m 
,;” li12”’ ’ Il~olIH~~~~~ and l/411f~rllcr,,+ /iI”” /I~oll~~lc~) 
are equivalent, Therefore, using estimates (3.14) (3.16) and (3.17) we 
arrive at 
This proves that assumption (H2) of Section 2 is fulfilled if we set 
S= {F~X/Fsatisfies (3.8b)), 
2n, ~ I ,,1 
T= n H2”’ ’ ‘(Q)x n L’(m). 
,=o /= I 
Since the operator A satisfies the assumptions of Section 2, we obtain 
existence and comparison results. Let us show that Theorem 2.12 restores 
Theorem 4.2 of [ 123 with the exact expression for the coefficients of the 
singularities. This is proved using the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.1. The ,follou~ing trsserrions art’ eyuivuimr: 
(I ) UE Hz:(B) is u solution of’ 
Lu=O in B, (3.18a) 
B,u=Q on ?B, yj = I , _._. 111. (3.18b) 
(2) V ci~fhetz’ /I). (3.5) belongs fo D(A) unti,fu~fi’l.v 
i:V/c’t-AV=O. (3.19) 
The proof is a straightforward consequence of the beginning of this 
paragraph. 
Let &‘(<) denote the following operator: 
al([): HyQ) + L’(Q) x n Hl”’ h(‘) ’ ‘(?Q): II + (U(i)& (,JA,(&o:“= ,). 
,‘I 
(3.20) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u he in thr,forrn 
(3.21 ) 
, _ 0 
Then u is a solution qf‘ (3.18) if’ ma’ only if‘ jL is an eigenvalue qf.&‘(~) and 
{$‘);_,, is a Jordan chuin t~f .d([) corresponding to 2 (see [ 141 ,fi)r the 
definition of‘ these notions). 
The lemma is proved like Lemma 2.6. 
We recall that {I/I’}‘;~;.,, is a Jordan chain of .d([) corresponding to 3. if 
and only if it satisfies 
)ljP/q-y)!=O, (3.22a) 
) I)“/(/ - q)! = 0, yj= 1. . . . . 171, (3.22b) 
for every I= 0, . . . . k, where Y;Ocy)(i.) denotes the derivative with respect to i 
of order y of Y(i) evaluated at A. 
Lemmas 2.6, 3.1, and 3.2 prove the following equivalence: 
(1) A is an eigenvalue of A and {qk}; =A is a Jordan chain of A 
corresponding to E,, i.e., it satisfies (2.18). 
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(2) A is an eigenvalue of ,&([) and { cph i; : :, is a Jordan chain of 
x2([) corresponding to IL (let us notice that cpi denotes the first component 
of cpk). 
For the adjoint problem, assuming that j. is an eigenvalue of A (or 
equivalently of G!‘(C)), we have the following equivalence: 
(1) { $“}i=:, is a “Jordan chain” of (A - i.)*. i.e.. it fulfils 
((A-i)V,$l‘)=(V.Il/“‘). VVE D(A), (3.23 ) 
for every k = 0, . . . . ti - 1. 
(2) M,, I? ‘it,, “‘2 ti:,,, , ).;=l, is a Jordan chain of .&‘*(A) corre- 
sponding to i, i.e., it fulfils 
I?, 
+ C (9:’ “‘(i)u, t+bi,,, +,) ,:‘(I-k)!=O, 
i. 
vu E H*“‘(R), 
,=I 
(3.24) 
for every k = 0, . . . . K - 1. 
Remark 3.3. With our notations, these identities (3.24) are equivalent 
to identities (2.7) of [14]. 
The proof is based on identities (3.25) and (3.26) hereafter. For 
u E H*“‘(Q), we set 
Vi)=(V,(i)),=,, .3,,, I? 
where 
V, (5) = t ‘u, for ,j < 2m - 1, and 0, forj>2m- 1. 
In that case, VED(A) and fulfils 
(A-i)V=(O, . . . . 0, -YP(i)u, (-.JA,,(i)u) ,=I, . . ...}. (3.25) 
Since this identity is true for all [EC, the derivatives with respect to i 
of order I of its left-hand side and its right-hand side are equal. This gives 
(A - () V(‘)([) - IV” ‘1 (0 = (0, . . . . 0, -U”‘(iy)u, (-q”(5)u),= ,_ .,,,I, 
(3.26) 
for every 1E N. 
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In summary, we have proved that i is an eigenvalue of A if and only if 
i is an eigenvalue of &‘(<). Moreover, if [ {cp”,“.” h”.j” ’ ,r=l;’ (resp. Ix-=0 
( { Ic/U,“};:‘~~ ’ jr:,‘) denotes the Jordan basis corresponding to the 
j.1l.k I h.l;..l~) I 1 .M(Ll eigenvalue i of A (resp. dual Jordan basis), then { j’pO ix-=0 I,,= I 1s 
a canonical system of Jordan chains of .d([) corresponding to i and 
( { $i;::.” ,, (Ic/‘.“.’ )“I ’ h”,‘i’ ’ ) fz: is the “dual canonical system of 2nl~ I+, /=llk=O 
Jordan chains” of .d*(i) corresponding to 2. Again using identities (3.26) 
we can prove that the orthogonality conditions (2.7) are equivalent to the 
orthogonality conditions (2.9) of [ 141 (in fact, these conditions are essen- 
tial for Maz’ya and Plamenevskii in order to prove the expression for the 
coefficients of the singularities). 
Finally, Theorem 2.12 allows us to give the following comparison result, 
THEOREM 3.4 (cf. [ 141, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). Axwme thut thr 
line Re [ = -cc(l) contuins no eigenualue of .QY(~) and ,f‘~ L:,,,(B), 
g E H$, “‘) ’ ‘(?B), ,for all j= 1, . . . . m, $or 1~ { 1, 2). Let us denote /IJ, 
u;” E H fs,( B) rhe unique solution of problem (3.3), (3.4) lvith data 
f’~ L;,,,(B), g, E Hi;;,- “‘I ’ ‘(?B),,j= 1, . . . . 111. [f‘r(l)< x(2), then 
Ml/) hl/.Ji) I 
u”‘(t,u)-uu”)(t,.u)=C c 1 (‘;,j,,hO;,l’.k(t,X), (3.27)
I ,<=I k = 0 
,ithere the .fi’rst sum e.utends to ull the eigentlalues i of sd({) in the strip 
Re [ E ] -u.(2), -x( 1 )[ undjor all i, ,u, k, the cwfficient c ,,,,, k is given by, 
f ,,,i,h =i’ ,f(t. x) i,.+(f . “z , I) dt d.u + 1 j (g,(s), y’.l‘(.s)) dr, (3.28) 
H ,:, 2 
(y/.ic.h(t, -q = eir i / ,=. f ‘pph ‘(x)/l!, 
c1j.g I 
+k( t, 9) = e ;r ,& c-t)’ ’ $;;;;+)/(I-k)!, 
h(;.kl)- I 
q..“qt) = (, 2 1 (-t)‘-” I):;,:“!, +,/(1-k)!. yj= 1, . . . . nz. 
l=k 
Let us remark that expression (3.28) is a straightforward consequence of 
(2.22). 
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4. POLYNOMIAL RESOLUTION 
Let us come back to our abstract setting of Section 2. In this section, we 
need neither assumption (H 1) nor assumption (H2). 
Let us lix f~ X and i. E N. We want to solve the following problem: find 
a solution u of 
In practice, ,f‘ is such that r’:!‘(O) is a polynomial in the Cartesian coor- 
dinates (when (Y, 0) are the spherical coordinates with origin at the conical 
point). 
In a first step, we look for II in the form 
14 = c”Q!L (4.2) 
where cp E D(A) is the new unknown. Therefore (4.1) is equivalent to the 
problem: find a solution cp E D(A) of 
(L - A)cp =,f: (4.3) 
So if i. is not an eigenvalue of A, there exists a unique solution CQ E D(A) 
of (4.3). 
On the other hand if i. is an eigenvalue of A, there exists a solution 
cpeD(A) of (4.3) if and only if the right-hand side of (4.3) fulfils a finite 
number of orthogonality conditions. Since we want to solve problem (4.1 ) 
for arbitrary,f, we proceed as follows. 
In view of Lemma 2.3. we remark that 
ker( A - i) = Sp( [(p’.“.” ] ,yy,‘), 
ker((A ~ j.)*) = fjp( j$‘.~‘.““-~‘) ’ ) ;:!I’). 
According to definition (2.16) of the singular functions a”.“,” associated 
with I., let us set for all p E { I. ,.., M(i) i, 
with the convention (P’.~‘.~‘~.~” = 0. It is easy to check that 
(?/I(?( _ A) oj..~i.hl~.i~) = &i(l) I.,i,hll.,,, I 
Let us now look at a solution u of (4.1 ) in the form 
(4.5) 
(4.6 1 
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where LED and c,,EC, for all FE i 1, . . . . M(n)). Problem (4.1) is thus 
equivalent to 
(4.7) 
Since the range R((A -i.)) is the orthogonal of ker((A - j.)*), problem 
(4.7) admits a solution LED if and only if 
for all ,U’E { 1, . . . . MO.) j. The orthogonality conditions (2.7) imply that 
(4.8) is equivalent to 
Taking the c,,‘s defined by (4.9), there exists (at least) one solution 
cp E D(A) of (4.7). Actually we can choose the unique solution cp E D(A ) of 
(4.7) that is orthogonal to the tj’.J’.“‘s. Indeed, let us denote by q, a solu- 
tion of (4.7). Then an arbitrary solution cp of (4.7) admits the expansion 
Ml I I 
cp = $3 ]+ c d,,qe) 
,i=. I
Therefore we choose the C//~‘S so that 
(4.10) 
Owing to (2.7), we have 
d,, = -(q,, lp’.“), V/l E i 1, . ..) M(/l)}. 
This proves the following result, 
THEOREM 4.1. If il is not an eigmvrrlur of A, then there exisfs a uniqur 
solution u of (4.1) in the form (4.2). 
If i. is an eigenvulue of A, then there exists a unique solution u qf (4.1 ) in 
the ,form 
u(f) = ej’cp + C C,,(T;..fl.hlj..li)(t), 
,,= I 
wherefor all pe { I, . . . . M(i)}, c,, is given by (4.9) und cp E D( A ) is the unique 
.solution qf (4.7) satisjjing (4.10). 
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Let us briefly give an important application of Theorem 4.1. It concerns 
the polynomial resolution for a strongly elliptic homogeneous operator L 
of order 2~2 with constant coefficients on an infinite cone r of R” 
(belonging to the class %,, of [3]) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We 
use the notations and definitions of 131. Let us denote 52 = f n S” ’ and 
(Y, 0) the spherical coordinates centered at 0. Using Euler’s change of 
variable Y = I?, r is transformed into the cylinder B= Rx Q, while the 
operator r”“L is transformed into an operator t, which admits expansion 
(3.1). The boundary operators are simply 
where v denotes the unitary outer normal on c?Q (therefore B, is inde- 
pendent of t and admits expansion (3.2)). As in Section 3, we may intro- 
duce the abstract operator A (associated with L) and use the equivalence 
between the Jordan basis of A and the canonical system of Jordan chain 
of.&(i). 
Let us now fix 1. E N such that i, 3 2m. We fix a homogeneous polyno- 
mial p of degree A- 2m. The polynomial resolution consists in finding 
11 E I?;;;(r) of 
Lu=p in f. (4.11 ) 
Using Euler’s change of variable, this last problem is equivalent to 
duldt - Au(t) = e”F, vt E R. (4.12) 
where F is defined by (3.8) when .f = p = p/r’ “,, and g, = 0, for all 
j= 1 3 ‘11, m. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 leads immediately to the following 
results. 
THEOREM 4.2. If 3. is not an eigenvalue of d(i), then there exists a 
unique solution u E fiFOT(IJ of (4.11) in the form 
u(r, e) = r”cp(h)). (4.13) 
Ij’l. is an eigenualue of d(c), then there exists a unique solution u qf(4.11) 
in the ,form 
M(j.1 
(4.14) 
bchere,ftir all p E ( 1, . . . . M(A)}, c,, is given hq 
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bi,ith the conaention (P~“~~(‘.~” = 0. 
Rrrnarks 4.3. We easily check that { { q~i”.~ i;‘2$‘~ ’ }/z; is a canonical 
system of Jordan chains of the operator Z(c) actmg from f?(Q) 
to H I”’ corresponding to i. and { { $i;!,‘,“, j$i,“‘~ ’ jr:‘/ is the “dual 
canonical system of Jordan chains” of P’*(i) corresponding to i (see 
Sect. 5 of [14]). 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the following: when i. is an 
eigenvalue of A, we want to find M(i) functions a”(t) such that 
em-“(?/ilt -A) oI’ are independent of t, do not belong to R((A - 3.)), and 
are linearly independent. The same idea was used in [16] with a view to 
obtain a result analogous to Theorem 4.2 on networks. 
It is possible to prove directly Theorem 4.2 by looking for u in the form 
(4.14) and using the orthogonality conditions (2.9) of [ 141 fulfilled by the 
Jordan chains. 
We can consider more general boundary conditions than the Dirichlet 
ones. They can also be nonhomogeneous. 
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